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Outdoor kitchens are one of the fastest trending outdoor living products in the
nation. Each year more and more homeowners are realizing the vast benefits of
moving their indoor living space outdoors. Our goal is to help you navigate through
the vast array of design styles, options and accessories so you can have the outdoor
kitchen of your dreams!
The growth and popularity of outdoor kitchens industry began in southern California
where the year round climate was conducive to outdoor entertaining. The
popularity spread throughout the U.S. and has become a high demand feature with
custom builders.
The next trend that’s helped spur
the growth of outdoor kitchens is
the popularity of cooking
programming. 24 hour cable
programming has made celebrities
out of chefs who are featured on
the Food Network and other
nationally syndicated cooking
programs. Americans are consumed
with all things cooking.

THE BENEFITS OF OWNING:
1. Entertainment Value
When gathering with family or
friends an outdoor kitchen
becomes the focal point of FUN!
We’ve polled owners of outdoor
kitchens and the feedback is
emphatic… the #1 benefit from
owning their kitchen is they’re
having more fun entertaining.
You’ll want to have people over
to show off your new outdoor
kitchen and to demonstrate how
great the food taste when
prepared properly.
2. Return on Investment
Outdoor kitchens yield a higher return on investment than any other product in the
“outdoor renovation” product category. CNN Money, About.com and Remodeling
Magazine support that outdoor kitchens nationally return 100% to 200% of the
improvement cost. As with any improvement, the ROI formula works providing you
design and build a kitchen that is proportional to the home value and location.
3. Saves Money
Going out to dinner is not cheap. The gas, the meal, the tax and tip can really add
up. Owners of outdoor kitchens spend their money buying fresh, quality seafood
and meats to cook over a professional grilling surface. The food will taste as good, if
not better than your favorite high end restaurant. The difference is you’ll have
plenty of money left in your bank account.
4. Eat Healthier
Another issue with eating out is you don’t know what was added to the food to
make it taste good. We all know that restaurants add enormous amounts of butter,
oil, salt and other things which add unnecessary calories and fat to your meal. When
you prepare your meal, you control the ingredients that are added. With a
professionally cooking system your meal will be every bit as delicious without all of
the unknown and unnecessary additives.

5. Reduces Energy Cost
New infrared grills get to maximum cooking temperature in half the time and cook
the food in half the time. Therefore, a tank of propane goes a lot further. By using
the side burners on your grill you can take the entire cooking process outdoors.
Compare that with the cost of operating your kitchen stove and/or oven 3-5 times a
week. There’s also the added benefit of not heating your air conditioned interior
space each time you cook indoors.
6. Look’s great
Nothing spices up your lanai area better than an outdoor kitchen. Whether you add
a small kitchen, an island style with bar height chairs for entertaining or an L shaped
island… you’ll feel proud to show off your have your new outdoor kitchen/bar. As
one owner commented; “this is an investment I can enjoy anytime with family and

friends!”
7. Memories
In the end, the outdoor kitchen becomes the place where memories are made.
Holidays, birthdays, special events… you’ll experience good times and memories in
your new outdoor kitchen/bar area. Another owner commented; “in my indoor
kitchen I feel isolated, in my outdoor kitchen everyone is hanging out with me!”

LAYOUT AND DESIGN:
The first step to making your new kitchen a reality is to begin to put together a
design based upon the space you’re working with. Get the measurement of the
space(s) you’re considering and lay it out on graph paper. This will enable you to
layout a variety of design possibilities.

BASE FRAME & CABINETRY:
The next step is to determine what materials you want to use to build the base
cabinetry. There are a variety of options available, here are the most common
beginning with the lease expensive options first:
Wood Frame Base
The cheapest way to build an outdoor kitchen is to start with a wood framed base.
Depending on your budget, you can use drywall or cement board and finish it with
stucco or tile. While less expensive, this base does have a limited life expectancy
and does not have the overall stability of the more preferred choices available.
Concrete Block
Your base can be made of concrete block, which provides a very basic look. It can
be finished with stucco or tile and you may have limited areas for cabinetry.
Welded Aluminum Frame
w/Stainless Inserts
A way to save a little money when building
your kitchen is to start with an aluminum
welded frame instead of a full stainless base.
With an attached fiber cement board and a
painted or stucco finish, the frame looks stylish
and will hold up very well in a humid climate.
The frame can allow for cut-outs for stainless
inserts such as garbage bins, refrigeration or
storage.

Paver Frame w/Stainless Inserts
The southwest has made paver style bases
increasingly more popular. After planning out
your openings for the cabinets, grill head
and/or refrigeration, pavers are stacked with
an adhesive to create the base. With a variety
of color and patterns available, a paver base
can add a distinctive look and style that looks
earthier than the other options.
Stainless Steel Cabinetry
The classic outdoor kitchen look begins with stainless steel cabinets. Stainless
cabinets are timeless, the look sleek and elegant and hold up terrific in the Florida
climate. Made of individual components, stainless cabinets are laid out based on
space and desired need and connect together. You can add upper level cabinets
(like your kitchen) for additional storage. There’s a wide of styles to choose from,
allowing for your needs, style and budget.
Stainless is still the #1 choice of consumers for look, quality and longevity. Make
sure you know the difference between 300 series stainless (closer to marine grade)
than the cheaper 400 series. It’s worth the difference to get the better stainless.

COUNTERTOPS:
There are varieties of countertop options you can choose from when building your
outdoor kitchen or bar area. The three most common choices are;
Tile
Many basic kitchens use tile countertops. While you can incorporate interesting
colors or patterns of tile, tile counters can create slightly uneven areas for placing
drinks, plates can rock and grout lines will get dirty.
Concrete
Concrete counters offer an industrial look and can be stained to provide some
unique colors. The only drawback is cost. A concrete counter is nearly the same cost
as granite, so why not go with granite which has a richer look and requires no
maintenance.
Granite
This is the best choice considering our climate in Florida. Granite holds up very well
in our humidity, is virtually indestructible and looks great forever. There are many
color options and grades available, so choose the counter that will best fit your
needs and budget.

GRILLS:
The grill is the most important component of your outdoor kitchen. Unlike the basic
grills you’ve purchased over the years, premium grill heads are designed to drop
into a specific width opening in your island or base. Here are some basics you’ll
need to know
Grill Size
Most drop in grill heads range from 24” to 56” in width. Depending on the overall
space you working with, the amount of food you normally cook and your budget will
determine the size you’ll need.
Burner
Choose from a conventional stainless steel U-burner or the newer infrared burners
to cook on. Some grills will allow you to have a zone of each. Infrared burners get
to temperatures in excess of 1,000 degrees in roughly one minute which allows for
great searing of steaks and chops.

Additional Options
 Some grills offer convection burners with ceramic plates to allow the
widest range of temperatures and cooking options.
 Maybe you’re looking for a rotisserie option to slow cook a whole chicken
or turkey.
 Most premium grills come standard with push button electronic ignition
for dependable start-up.
 Digital displays on the hood area can really help you with cooking
temperature and elapsed time food has been cooking.
 Some grills feature interior halogen lighting for easier cooking at night.

ACCESSORIES:
There are varieties of countertop options you can choose from when building your
outdoor kitchen or bar area. The three most common choices are;
Side Burners
If you’re going to cook the entire meal outdoors, you’ll need
a minimum of two side burners for your grill. This allows
you to be cooking two other items while grilling.
Hoods
If the placement of your new kitchen (particularly your grill
head) is under covered roof, you want to strongly consider
installing a hood to remove the smoke efficiently. This is a
common mistake made by do-it-yourselfers or someone
looking to save money. Consult with an outdoor kitchen
professional if you’re unsure.
Sinks
You’ll need to determine whether there is
value in having running water and a sink in
your new outdoor kitchen. Most people
agree that it’s much easier to have it done
in the beginning than to have to later
attempt to retrofit it into an existing design.

REFRIGERATION:
It’s important to decide if you want to incorporate
refrigeration into your outdoor kitchen. If you do, there are
a lot of options to choose from. Also, check to see if the
unit you’re purchasing is UL listed and approved for
outdoor use. If you use an indoor unit outdoors, the
warranty is void and the life expectancy is shortened.
Refrigerator / Beverage Center
If you want to keep items refrigerated in your outdoor
area, a refrigerator or beverage center is something you
want to seriously consider. This allows you to keep your favorite items cool and
accessible when you need them outside. There are many styles, door options and
sizes available.
Ice Maker
What party is complete without a supply of ice nearby? Ice makers are very popular
in Florida for your outdoor bar/kitchen area. Ice makers can be stand alone units or
part of a more elaborate refrigerator combo.
Kegorator
If you like cold beer, the Kegorator may be the thing for
you. Keeps your beer keg stored cool underneath with a
connecting beer tap mounted directly above the unit on
the counter. Simply pull the tap and have cold beer on
command.

Absolute Outdoor Kitchen, a division of Absolute Aluminum has
designed and built over 300 complete outdoor kitchens since
we began in 2005.
We have 4 full Outdoor Kitchens on display at our showroom
showcasing most available options and styles. Drop by and visit
our showroom or call us to have a member of our design team
give you some ideas.

1220 Ogden Rd.
Venice, FL 34285
(941) 497-7777
Follow us on:
www.absoluteoutdoorkitchens.com

